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NORMAL CONDITIONS ON A HYPERSURFACE OF
A QUATERNIONIC KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLD

By SANG-SEUP EmI AND UN KyU KIM

§ O. Introduction.

Recently, K. Yano, U-H. K.i and one of the present authors proved the following
t3]

THEOREM A. On a hypersurffUe of an almost quaternion manifold, the condition
[F,F]+du@U=O and [G, GJ+dvSlV=O 'and the condition [F,G]+duQSlV+dv0U=O
are equivalent, where (F, U, u), (G, V, v) and (H, W, w) are the az,1UJst contact three
.structures induced on the hypersurface.

The purpose of the present paper is to prove Theorem A in the case of a hypersudace
~f a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let ' M4n be an almost quaternionic manifold, that is, a 4n-dimensional differentiable
manifold which admits a set of three tensor fields 'F, 'G, 'H of type (1, 1) satisfying

(1.1)
'F='G'H=-'H'G, 'G='H'F=-'F'H, 'H='F'G=-'G'F,

1 denoting the identity tensor.
In a previous paper [3J, we proved that there exists a Hermitian metric 'g for the

.almost quaternionic structure'F, 'G, 'H, that is, a Riemannian metric'g satisfying

-(1. 2)

'g('FX, 'FY)='g(X, Y),

'g('GX, 'GY)='g(X, Y),

'g('HX, 'HY)='g(X, Y)

for arbitrary vector -field X and Y of ' M4n. In this case ' M4n is called an almost qua
ternionic metric manifold.

If an almost quaternionic metric manifold ' M4n satisfies the condition

(1. 3)

, f'x'F=
'f'x'G=-'r(X)'F

'r(X)'G-'q(X)'H,

+'p(X)'H,

'f'x'H= 'q(X)'F-'p(X)'G,
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where 'V is the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to'g and 'P. 'q,.'r
are certain I-forms, X being an arbitrary vector field of ' M4n, theJl ' M4a is ealle(l a
quaternwnic KaeJderian 1IIfI1Iifo1.d [IJ.

Suppose that a (4n-l)-dimensional orientable differentiable manifold fl,f4I<-I is immersed
differentiably in an almost quaternionic metric manifold ' M4" by the immersion i:
M4n-I ~,M4n and denote by B the differential of i. We denote by C the unit normal
to i(M4n-l) with respect to the Hermitian metric 'g introduced above.

Then the transform of a vector field tangent to iCM4n-l) and that of the mUt normal
vector field by 'F, 'G and 'H can be expressed respectively as

(l.4)

'FBX=BFX+u(X)C,

'GBX.=BGX+v(X)C,

,HBX=BHX+w(X)C,

'FC=-BU,

'GC=-BV,

'1IC=-BW,

where F, G and H are tensor fields of type (1,1), U. V, W vector BeW&, f1,11.W 1
forms and X an arbitrary vector field of M4n-l.

In the previous paper [3J, we proved that (F, U,u), (G, V, v) and (H, W, w) are
three almost contact metric structures, that is, they satisfy the following equations.

{I. 5)

F'2=-[+utg)U, G2=_[+Vtg)V, H2=_[+w0W,

GH=F+w0V, HF=G+uQ9W, FG=H+vtg)U,

HG=-F+vQ9W; FH=-G+w0U, GF=-H+utg)V,

uoF=O, uoG=w, uoH=-v,

(1. 6) voF= -w, voG=O, voH=u,

woF=v, woG=-u, if1OH=O,

FU=O, FV=W, FW=-V,

(1.7) GU=-W; GV=O, GW=U,

HU=V, HV=-U, HW=O,

u(U)=I. u(V)=O, u(W)=O,

(1. 8) v(U) =0, v (V) =1, v(W)=O,

w(U)=O, w(V)=O, w(V)=I,

g(FX, FY) =g(X, Y) -u(X)u(Y),

(1. 9) g(GX, GY) =g(X, Y)-'l7(X)v(Y) ,

g{HX,Hy)=g(X, Yj--.(X)w(Y),

where g is the Riemannian metric on M4n-1 ind~Ceid from--that- Of" 'jjJi#,"' ihat""1S..-
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'g(BX, BY)=g(X, Y).
-Let {'U; y"} and tu; xh} be the coordinate neighborhoods of'M4" and M4n-l res

pectively, where, here and in the sequeL the indices ,t, p., )), T, •••••• run over the range
{1, 2~ '.:., 4n} and the indices h,i, j, k;·•.••.. 'the range {1, 2, ••.., 4trl}.

For the hypersurface i(M4n-l), the equations of Gauss and Weingarten are respectively

(1. 10)

where B/,=OjyA (OJ=o/OXj), h"j is the second fundamental tensor of i (M4n-l) and hl
=h"jgji.

Differentiating (1. 4) covariantly along the hypersurface i (M4n-l) of a quatemionic
Kaehlerian manifold and taking account of (1. 3) and (1. 10), we obtain

(1.11)

(1. 12)

P'/tF/=r/tG/-q"H/-h"jUi+hlUj,

P'/tG/=P/tH/-r"F/-h"jVi+h,,;vj,

P'/tH/=q"F/-P/tG/-h"jWi+h"iwj,

P'kUj = r"vj-q"wj-h"tF/,

P'kVj=P/twj-r"uj-h"tG/,

P'"Wj=q"uj-p"Vj-h"tH/,

where F/, G/ and Hi are respectively components of F, G and H, Uj, Vj and Wj

those of u, v and W and

§ 2. Normal conditioBS OB. a hypersurface of a quatentionic Kaehlerian manifold.

In this section, we consider the normal conditions on a hypersurface M4n-l of a
quatemionic Kaehlerian manifold 'M4n (n;;;:;2).

The almost contact strueture is said to be normal if the teDSOr

[F,F]+du@U

vanishes, where [F, F] is the Nijenhuis tensor fonned with F.
We compute components of this tensor.

(2.1) = (rtF/-qj)G;h- (rtF/-q;)Gl

- (qtF/+rj)H/'+ (q;Fl+ri)H/

+ (F/hth-h/Fl)u;- (F/h/'-h/F/')uj.

Similarly, computing components of the tensors
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[G,GJ+dv2)Vand [H,HJ+dW®W

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

= (PtG/-rj)H/- (PtG/-ri)Hl

- (rtG/+pj)Fih+ (rtG/+p;)Fl

+ (G/h/-h/G/)Vi- (G/h/,-h/G/')vj,

[H,H]ji"+ (VjWi-ViW) W"

= (qtH/-Pj)Fl- (qtH/-Pi)Fi"

- (PtH/+qj) Gi"+ (ttH/+qi)G}

+ (H/ht"-h/Ht")Wi- (H/ht"-h/H/')u'j.

We also compute components of the tensor

[F, G] +du0V+dvQ!;;U.

[F, G]j/'+ (VJ1ti-ViUj) V"+ (VjVi-ViVj) U"

= (PtF/-qPf)H/'- (PtF/-qtG/)H}

+ (rtG/+Pj) Gi"- (rp/+Pi)G}

- (rtF/-qj) Fi"+ (rtFl-qi)F}

+ (F/ht"-h/Ft")Vi- (F/h/'-h/Ft")vj

+ (G/ht"-h/Gt")Ui- (G/h/'-h/Gt")'Uj.

Suppose that the almost contact structures (F, U, u) and (G, V, v) are both normal. In
this case, contracting with respect to j and h in (2. 1), we :find

(2.5)

Transvecting (2.5) with Vi and Wi respectively, we find

{2.6)

{2.7)

Transvecting (2.5) with Fki, we find

(2.8) hks'Us- htsUtUsuk-W~tUt-V~tUt=O.

Transvecting (2. 8) with Vh, we find

(2. 9)
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Transvecting (2.1) with Ghk and contracting with respect to i and k, we find

(2.10) (-4n+4) (rtF/-qi) - (rtWt-qNt) vi+qptui+ (q,Wt+ rNt)Wi

+F/h/Ws-h/Vt =0.

Transvecting (2.10) with Ui, we find

(2.11) (4n-3)qpt==hlUivt=ht.utVs.

Comparing (2.11) with (2.7), we have

(2.12) qpt=O, ht.UtVs=O.

Transvecting (2.10) with Wi, we find

(2.13) (4n-3) (rtUt+qt Wt) -2htsy tWs=0.

On the other hand, contracting with respect to j and h in (2.2), we find

(2.14) WiPtyt-uirtVt-G/h/vs=O.

Transvecting (2.14) with Wi and taking account of (2.12), we have

(2.15) ptVt=O.

Transvecting (2.14) with Ui, we find .

(2.16) rtyt=h/Wtvs=htsVtWs.

Transvecting (2.2) with Hhk and contracting with respect to i and k, we find

(2.17) (-4n+4) (PtGl-ri) + (rtWt-ppt)wi+rtVtvi+ (rtUt+Pt Wt)ui

+Glh/us-hlWt=O.

Transvecting (2.17) with Vi, we find

(2.18) (4n-3)rtVt=hlViwt=htsVtWs.

Comparing (2. 18) with (2. 16), we have

(2.19) rtVt=O, htsVtWs=O

Transvecting (2. 10) with Wi and taking account of (2. 19), we have

(2.20) qtWt=O.

Transvecting (2.17) with Ui, we find

(2.21) rtUt+PtWt-2h/Wtus=0.

Transvecting (2. 10) with Vi, we find
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(2.22) (-4n+3) (r"W$-q,Vt) +huWtWs_~sVtVs=().

Transvecting (2. 17) with Wi. 'We find

(2.23) (-4n+3) (ppt-rtWt)+hstUtus-hts WtWs=O.

Making (2. 22) + (2. 23), we find

(2.24) (-4n+3) (p,Ut-fhVt) +huUtus-htsVtVs=O.

Substituting (2. 19) and (2. 20) into (2. 13), we have

(2.25) r,Ut=O.

Substituting (2. 12) and (2. 25) into (2. 5), we find

(2.26) Flhlu.=O.

Transvecting (2.26) with Fi, we have

(2. 27) hk'Ut=;"~, ).=htsUtUs.

Substituting (2. 15) and (2. 19) into (2. 14), we find

(2.28)

Transvecting (2.28) with Gi, we have

(2.29)

Taking account of (2.25) and (2.6), we have from (2.21)

(2.30) PtWt=o,

Transvecting (2.1) with Vi, we find

(2.3I) (-rtWt+qtYt)G/+ (qtF/+Vj)Uk+ (- Wt~k+.uWk)Uj=O.

Transvecting (2.31) with Uj and taking account of (2.29), we find

(2.32) (r,Wt_q,yt) WL (W'h,"-.uWk) =0.

Transvecting (2.32) with Wk, we find

(2.33)

Comparing (2. 33) with (2. 22), we have

(2.34) rtW'=qtY',

Substituting (2. 34) into (2. 32), we fi"ld

(2.35)
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TransvectiDg (2. 2) with Wi, we find

(2.36)

TransvectiDg (2. 2) with WiVjuA and taking account of (2. 24) .and (2. 34), we have

ptUt==rtWt, /..== fl..

Gathering above results, we have

(2. 37)

(2.38)

Therefore we have from (2. 31) and (2. 36),

(2. 39)

by virtue of (2. 27), (2. 35), (2. 37) and (2. 38).
Transvecting the first equation of (2.39) with Fkj, Gi and Hkj respectively and

taking account of (2. 37), we have

(2.40)

Similarly from the second equation of (2.39) we have

(2.41)

Combining (2. 39), (2. 40) and (2. 41), we obtain

(2.42)

(2.43)

On the other hand, transvecting (2. 1) with Ui and taking account of (2. 43) and
(2. 27), we easily see that

(2.44)

Similarly, transvecting (2.2) with Vi and taking account of (2.43) and (2.29), we
also see that

(2.45)

Transvecting (2.44) with Gi and taking account of (2. 45), (2. 27) and (2. 29), we
easily see that

(2.46)

Substituting (2.43) and (2.46) into (2.3), we conclude that the almost contact stru
cture (H, W, w) also is normal.

Thus we have the following
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THEORE,,1 2.1. Let (F, U, u), (G, V, v) and (H, W, w) are the almost· contact three
structures induced on a hypersurface of a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold'M4n (n~
2). If two of the structures are normal, then the other also is normal.

§ 3. Normal conditions on a hypersurface of a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold.
(continued)

In this section we consider the inverse case of § 2. We also assume that the dimen
sion of a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold is 4n and n~ 2.

If the almost contact structures (F, U, u) and (G, V, v) are both normal, then the
equations (2. 42), (2. 43), (2. 44) and (2. 45) are satisfied. Substituting these equations
into (2.4), we see that

(3.1)

Conversely, suppose that two almost contact structures (F, U, u) and (G, V, v) satisfy
(3. 1). In this case, contracting with respect to j and h in (3. 1) and taking account.
of (2. 4), we find

(3.2)

Transvecting (3.2) with Ui and Vi respectively, we find

(3.3)

Transvecting (3. 2) with Wi, we find

(3.4)

(3.5)

Transvecting (3.1) with Ui and taking account of (2.4), we :find

(PtF/-qtG/) Vk- (rtG/+Pi) Wk-qtWtHl+ (rtWt-ptUt)Gl

Transvecting (3.5) with Vk, we find

Tnmsvecting (3.6) with Vi, we find

(3.7)

by virtue of (3. 3).
Transvecting (3.6) with Wi, we :find

(3.8)

Transvecting (3.1) with HkR, taking account of (2.4) and contracting with respect:
to i and k, we :find
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(-4n+4) (PtF/-qtG/) + (Ptyt+qtUt)Wj-PtWtVj-qtWtUj

+ F/h/u.-G/h/v.=O.

Transvecting (3.9) with Yj, we find

(3.10) (4n-3)ptWt = h/ut ws=ht.VtWs.

Comparing (3. 10) with (3.7), we have

(3.11) PtWt=O, rtVt=O, ht.VtWs=O.

Transvecting (3.9) with Wj , we find

(3.12) (4n-3) (Pt yt+qtut) -2h/Vtus=0.

Transvecting (3.9) with V j , we find

(3.13) (4n-3)qtWt-ht.ytW'=0.

Transvecting (3. 1) with Vi and taking account of (2.4), we find

(3.14) - (PtF/-qtG/)Uh- (rtF/-q) Wh_qtytG}+ (rtWt-qtVt)F/

- (Wthth_h/y'Fth)Vj+h/ysGthUj+F/hth_h/Fth=O.

Transvecting (3. 14) with Vj, we find

(3.15) -qtWtVh+ (PtVS+qtUt) Wh-h/usFth+h/VSGth=O.

Transvecting (3.15) with Uh, we find

(3.16)

Comparing (3. 16) with (3. 13) and taking account of (3. 3), we have

(3.17) qtWt=O, rtVt=O, htsVtWs=O.

Transvecting (3. 15) with Wh, we find

(3.18) PtVS+qtUt-2htptVS=O.

Comparing (3. 12) with (3. 18) and taking account of (3.8), we have

(3.19) PtVS =0, q,Dt=O, ht.UtVS=O.

Transvecting (3.14) with Vh, we .find

(3.20) (-rtWl-qt yt)Wj +F/hivh+h/Wt=O.

Transvecting (3.20) with Wj , we find

(3.21)
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Transvecting (3.1) with G"k, taking account of (2.4) and contracting with respect to
i and k, we find

(3.22)

Transvecting (3. 22) with Uj, we find

(3.23)

Transvecting (3.1) with F"k, taking account of (2.4) and contracting with respect to
i and k, we find

(3.24)

Transvecting (3.24) with Vi, we find

(3.25)

Making (3. 23) + (3. 25), we find

(3.26)

Comparing (3. 26) with (3.4), we find

(3.27)

Substituting (3. 27) into (3. 23) we find

(3.28)

Comparing (3. 21) and (3. 28), we find

(3.29)

Transvecting (3.20) with Fkj , we find

(3.30)

by virtue of (3.29).
Substituting (3.30) and (3.29) into (3.24), we have

(3.31)

Substituting (3.19) into (3. 15). we find

(3.32) F/h/u.-G/h/v,=O.

Substituting (3. 11), (3.17), (3. 19) and (3. 32) into (3. 9), we find

(3.33) p,F/-qtG/=O.

Transvecting (3.33) with Fi, we find
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Pj=qtH /.

Transvecting (3.31) with Fkj, we find

(3.35)

Transvecting (3. 34) with Hi, we find

(3.36) qj=-PtH/.

Transvecting (3. 33) with Hkj and taking account of (3.35), we find

(3.37) Tj=PtG/.

Transvecting (3. 37) with G/, we find

(3. 38)

Substituting (3. 20), (3. 31) and (3.33) into (3. 14), we find

(3.39) h/V'GthUj+F/hth_h/F/'=O.

Substituting (3. 17), (3. 19) and (3.33) into (3.6), we find

(3.40)

Substituting (3.40) into (3. 39), we have

(3.41)

Substituting (3.40) into (3. 32), we find

(3.42) F/h/u.=O.

Substituting (3. 20) into (3. 2), we find

(3.43)

Substituting (3. 42) and (3. 43) into (3. 5), we have

(3.44)

Substituting (3. 31), (3. 35) and (3.41) into (2. 1), we obtain

[F, F]jjh+ (fljuj- fljuj) Uh=O.

Substitituting (3. 37), (3. 38) and (3. 44) into (2. 2), we obtain

[G, G]jjh+ (flJ"Vj-fljvj) Vh=O.

Thus we have the following
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THEOREM 3.1. On a hypersurface of a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold 'M4n(n~2).

the condition

[F,FJ+dug,U=O and [G,GJ+dv@V=O

and the condition

[F, GJ+dug,V+dv@U=O

are equivalent, where (F, U, u), (G, V, v) and (H, W, w) are the almost contact three
structures induced on the hypersurface.
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